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For utility partners
For utilities

Get ahead of utility TE spending and strategy

Subscriber? Go to the tool

E Source TE Insights organizes the data from utility transportation electrification (TE) plans, EV-specific rates,
and customer rebates into one easy-to-navigate platform. With TE Insights, you can:

Better understand how utilities are allocating their TE budgets
Track TE goals and results
Explore TE plans
Review EV-specific rates and incentives

https://www.esource.com/te-insights




TE Insights saves you time and resources by providing:

Information on utility TE spending, goals, rates, and incentives
The ability to perform a keyword search within TE plans and evaluations
Built-in visuals to help you understand trends
Original source documentation
Powerful filters so you see only the most pertinent data

Benchmark utility TE spending and strategy

Subscriber? Go to the tool

E Source TE Insights organizes the data from utility transportation electrification (TE) plans, EV-specific rates,
and customer rebates into one easy-to-navigate platform. With TE Insights, you can:

Better understand how peer utilities are allocating their TE budgets
Track TE goals and results
Find TE language that can support your own filings
Compare EV-specific rates and incentives

https://www.esource.com/te-insights


TE Insights helps you design a strategy with confidence by providing:

Information on utility TE spending, goals, rates, and incentives
The ability to perform a keyword search within TE plans and evaluations
Built-in visuals to help you understand trends
Original source documentation
Powerful filters so you see only the most pertinent data

Learn how TE Insights can you help work smarter, not harder

TE Insights can help save you time and money. Fill out the form below and one of our experts will contact
you to set up a demo.
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